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Word Bomb RulesUK

Contents
100 cards, die, sand timer

Aim of the game
Win cards by explaining word pairs 
to your team before the time runs 
out.

If you use a Bomb Word, 
the other team win the 
card instead!

The first team to get ten cards 
wins!

Set it up!
• Before the first game, attach 

the stickers to the die.

• Before every game, form two 
teams with at least two players 
in each.

• Shuffle the cards and give the 

die to the youngest player, who 
starts as the explaining player.

• Activate the Word Bomb timer 
app.

Play!
• When it’s your team’s turn 

to explain, pick one of you to 
explain first!

While one player explains, the 
rest of the team try to guess.

• Before starting the timer 
and starting to explain, roll a 
number with the die.

During your 
whole turn, 
you must 
explain the 
word pairs by 
that number. 



• Start the timer, draw a card and 
start to explain!

 - Try to make the rest of your 
team guess the word pair on 
the left side of the card.

 - You cannot say either of the 
words, unless your team have 
already guessed them.

 - If you use the Bomb Word on 
the right side on the card, or 
the other words before they’ve 
been guessed, ka-boom!  
The other team wins the card! 
And there’s a catch! If the 
other players use the bomb 
word while guessing, the card 
goes to the other team.

• If your teammates say the two 
words together and no one uses 
the Bomb Word, your team 
wins the card.

• Keep drawing new cards and 
explaining until the timer goes 
off. If you have already started 
explaining a final word pair 
when the timer goes off, keep 
explaining, but now the other 
team can guess, too!

• The team that say both words 
first wins the card!

• Each card a team win is placed 
in their scoring pile.

Win!
When one of the teams have ten 
or more cards in their scoring pile 
at the end of a turn, the game 
ends. 

If the other team have played one 
less turn, they get to play a final 
turn. The team with the most 
cards won after that wins the 
game!
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Marshmallow Chess Game

Card Lion Cat

Ghost Plane Fly

Grass Door Open

Ice Book Read

Tree Monk Monastery


